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WAKE UP TO SPRING
This spring, explore new places and rediscover what you love 
about old favorites. Pack a bag, load the car with gear, and 
don’t forget the one who wags “Yes!” to every adventure. 
Winter is done—it’s time to thaw out & get out!





TECH CHAMBRAY WORK SHIRTS
This great tech shirt offers performance with casual style. Quick drying to keep you cool. Button-through 

chest pockets with pencil hole in the left pocket to hold sunglasses. Hidden button-down collar. Underarm 
ventilation. Sunglasses cleaner at the hem. Sizes S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Tall 

sizes 2" longer in body and sleeve. Polyester. Washable. Imported.
18Z9  long-sleeved  $89

2KZ9  short-sleeved  $69
2SNP  long-sleeved plaid  $89

2XLN  long-sleeved tall (no small)  $89

light 
green

canteen

medium  
blue

pink

blue  
chambray



CURIOUS TRAVELER SPORT COAT AND VEST
Constructed of a high-tech, water-resistant, breathable, and easy-stretching fabric that can take the abuse 
of travel, this sport coat is loaded with enough pockets inside and out so you can leave the briefcase at 

home. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Polyester. Washable. Imported.
2X47  sport coat  $239

2PJX  vest  $199

navy



5-POCKET STRETCH TWILL PANTS
Our favorite 5-pocket jeans design in the softest cotton twill we could find (blended with just enough 
stretch to make all your movements free and easy), and garment-dyed for a broken-in look and feel. 

Traditional quarter-front pockets, coin pocket, and rear patch pockets. Even waist sizes 32-42. Inseam 30", 
32" 34". Cotton/spandex. Washable. Imported.

2LNG  $89 

light gray faded mint navyfield khakiolive





WOMEN’S TECH CHAMBRAY WORK SHIRT
Whether you’re raking up debris, casting for the next big one, or hiking to the summit, this work shirt works 
with you not against you thanks to mechanical stretch fabric. Styled like a traditional chambray shirt, it dries 
in minutes and wicks moisture away from your skin so you never feel sticky—even if you work up a sweat. 
UPF 30 protects from sunburn and sun damage so you can focus on the chores—or the trail ahead. Triple 
needle stitching ensures years of reliable service. Classic Fit, universally flattering with moderate shaping. 

Orvis sunglasses cleaner in the hem. Sizes XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20); about 271⁄2" long. 
Polyester. Washable. Imported.

2PNA  $79

blue chambray

ember glow dahlia



ORGANIC COTTON STRIPED QUARTER-BUTTON SWEATSHIRT
Pure organic cotton French terry is yarn dyed to ensure the rich colors stay true even after many washings. 
The neckline and placket with concealed buttons are dressed up with chambray for a classically clean finish 

while the interior label features an embroidered mayfly. Just right to wear in any season, it layers just as 
comfortably with a tee or turtleneck as it does with a vest. Sizes XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20); 

about 26½" long. Washable. Imported.
2T7A  $89

navy
heathered gray

cardinal



THE CITY PACK-AND-GO TRAVEL JACKET
Weather’s unpredictable but not the performance of this quick-drying stain-, wind- and water-resistant 

3-season jacket with a hideaway hood. Plenty of pockets keep your valuables safe: The exterior has two 
snap-shut patch pockets with a side entry handwarmer pocket; the interior has two large zippered pockets 
and a sunglasses pocket with attached cleaning cloth. Finished with a zip-front with snap-shut storm flap 

and internal drawcord waist. Packs in the included stuff sack. Environmentally friendly bluesign®-approved 
fabric. Sizes XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20); about 26" long. Polyester. Washable. Imported.

2TNY $119

heather gray





COMFORTFILL CUDDLER DOG BED WITH FLEECE
The ultimate in versatility and comfort. Plush, polyester-filled bolsters on four sides offer your dog an all-around 

sense of safety and security, as well a place for them to lean into or rest their head. A low-profile, scooped 
front makes for easy access. Our ComfortFill polyester-filled cushion never bunches or clumps. Polyester. 

Washable. Personalize with embroidery, up to 15 characters. Allow 2 extra days for delivery. Imported.
2T3H 

  x-small 23" x 17", dogs up to 15 lbs.  $98 
small 26" x 19", dogs 15-25 lbs.  $119

medium 32" x 24", dogs 25-45 lbs.  $149
large 38" x 27", dogs 45-70 lbs.  $179

x-large 44" x 30", dogs 70-100 lbs.  $198
 PERSONALIZED, ADD $8

medium in khaki



RECYCLED FLY-LINE DOG LEASH
Handwoven with recycled fly line, a heavy-duty stainless steel swivel adds the final touch of strength to 

this extremely durable and waterproof leash. Colorful and unique, this leash stands out in a crowd. It’s the 
perfect leash for the dog that just cannot stay out of the water. 6'L x 1⁄2"W. Made in USA.

2YR0  $25

turquoise



GRIP-TIGHT® ZIP-OFF SEAT PROTECTORS
Unzip the innovative removable and reversible seat pad when you want to quickly and easily wash the 
dirtiest part of your seat protector. The quilted microfiber side reverses to non-shedding FleeceLock® to 
offer a warmer and more cozy seat. None of these features distract from the protector’s number-one job 
of protecting your car from dirt, moisture, and sharp claws. The water-resistant protector attaches quickly 
and easily to the headrests with adjustable nylon straps, and our non-slip Grip-Tight® backing holds the 

protectors in place. Polyester. Washable. Imported.
2T44  large backseat protector 52"L x 56"W  $169

2T44  x-large backseat protector 52"L x 62"W  $189

slate





W H E N  YO U  D O N AT E  TO  T H E  P E T F I N D E R  F O U N DAT I O N ,  
we match your donation and every dollar goes towards supporting shelters that rescue dogs and place  
them in loving homes. Your donations have funded innovative programs like Austin Pets Alive!’s Parvo  

Puppy ICU, which fights the highly-contagious, life-threatening parvovirus head on by pulling infected dogs  
off the euthanasia list to give them the treatment they need. Thanks to the support of Orvis customers,  

this program has saved thousands of dogs’ lives and helped place each of them in forever homes.  
Join the action and donate today at orvis.com/petfinder.

TO G E T H E R ,  W E  P R OT E C T  W H AT  W E  LOV E

+
THE PETFINDER FOUNDATION

Partnering to rescue dogs & save lives.

DOS AND TRES
Released from Parvo Puppy ICU  

November 2016, adopted December 7.

5981_Petfinder_Ad_r4.indd   1 5/10/17   2:01 PM

LEARN MORE  AT
5050onthewater.
orvis.com

COME FISH  
WITH US

BE A PART OF IT!
A portion of the proceeds goes to support the 
Orvis 50/50 On the Water campaign, inspiring  
and celebrating women in fly fishing.  

TWILL 50/50 HAT
2SSY 

WOMEN’S 50/50  
SHORT-SLEEVED TEE

2SSS

50/50 TRUCKER HAT
2SSZ

MEN’S 50/50  
SHORT-SLEEVED T-SHIRT

2SST  

photo: David Mangum
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    A BENT ROD
 SHOULD NEVER BE
      ABOUT THE MONEY.

C L E A R W A T E R
HANDS DOWN OUR BEST VALUE



When fishing is an obsession and status is not in your DNA, the Clearwater® gives you everything you want in a great fly rod. Like a 
good work truck that gets the job done and loves the abuse, just good, honest performance at a price that will have you looking to 
expand your arsenal. With Orvis Clearwater rods, you’ll discover the perfect partner for fishing’s off-road adventures. The Clearwater 
boasts Orvis quality, design, and our trademark 25-year unconditional guarantee, so you can fish hard, fish long, and never worry about 

your rod. That’s our job. Four-piece rods ideal for everything from brookies to bonito. Designed in the USA.

FRESHWATER RODS ONLY $198

Model  Line  Lgth. Pcs. Rod Outfit

4Y0X 3-wt. 7'6" 4 $198 N/A

4Y00 4-wt. 8'6" 4 $198 $301

4Y01 4-wt. 9' 4 $198 $301

FRESHWATER RODS ONLY $198

Model  Line  Lgth. Pcs. Rod Outfit

4Y04 5-wt. 8'6" 4 $198 $301

4Y05 5-wt. 9' 4 $198 $301

4Y07 6-wt. 9' 4 $198 $301

BIG GAME RODS ONLY $229

Model  Line  Lgth. Pcs. Rod Outfit

4Y1E 8-wt. 9' 4 $229 $341

4Y1H 9-wt. 9' 4 $229 $341

SAVE $25 WHEN YOU BUY THE ROD OUTFIT: includes Clearwater® rod, Clearwater reel, Clearwater line, Dacron® backing, Cordura®  
rod tube, and our 25-Year Guarantee.

C L E A R W A T E R
RODS STARTING AT $198. SAVE $25 WHEN YOU BUY THE OUTFIT.

FIND MORE CLEARWATER MODELS ONLINE AT
ORVIS.COM



THE ORVIS PRO WADING BOOT
Orvis Innovation with the Sole of a Michelin

There are moments in innovation when a breakthrough elevates performance to a milestone 
in the evolution of a product. The Orvis PRO Boot introduces two industry-first innovations: a 
collaboration between Orvis and Michelin with 285 years of combined experience to create the 
Michelin Outdoor Extreme Sole for best-in-class wet traction, and the introduction of PU-casting 
construction eliminating seams in high wear areas and drastically improving durability. 
ORVIS INNOVATION—Ahead of Our Time Since the Beginning



 ORVIS PRO WADING BOOT
2P9M
RETAIL PRICE
• An industry-first collaborative effort with Michelin
• Built on a sole compound specifically designed for fly fishing
• Michelin agricultural tires as inspiration
•  Michelin Outdoor Extreme sole compound offers 25% better 

abrasion resistance and 43% improvement in wet traction
• Michelin tire geometry offers a wider footprint for stability
• Higher ratio of surface contact
• Lug pattern reduces shock
• 12 strategically placed stud locations
•  Co-molded ESS plate provides improved stud retention and 

torsional stability
•  Shock-absorbing Phylon midsole compresses less than standard 

EVA midsoles

•  OrthoLite® 3D molded X25 insole increases rebound and reduces 
fatigue

•  Industry first PU-casting construction eliminates seams in high 
wear areas and drastically improves durability

• No stitching on the toe to eliminate potential seam failure
• Higher cut to provide ankle support 
• Lined with an EVA closed-cell foam
• Scratch rubber at the toe cap and heel
• Oversized heel pull facilitates easier on-and-off
• Tightly woven laces reduce broken laces
• Weighs 50 oz. in size 10 
• In shadow
• Men’s whole sizes 7-14
• Imported



Yes, it is still legal to travel to Cuba!  
Our trips are fully compliant with U.S. regulations.

Expansive, pristine saltwater flats. World-class bonefishing with 
shots at tarpon and permit. Delicious, home-cooked meals. Warm, 

welcoming people. Illuminating conversation. 

You’ll discover all this and so much more on our one-of-a-kind fly-
fishing adventure in Cuba. During this trip, you’ll get to know Cuba 
through a diverse selection of activities, from a private musical  
performance to one of the most interesting fly shops we’ve ever 
found—and of course, world-class bonefishing. A wealth of natural 
wonders and interesting people make Cuba one of the most 

enriching destinations you’ll ever visit.

FLY FISHING IN

2019 DATES: 
Feb. 2-9, March 2-9, April 6-13,  

Oct. 19-26 

LENGTH: 7 nights, 7 days  
PRICE: From $6,195





ABOUT ORVIS

Founded in 1856, Orvis believes the most meaningful experiences are created by sharing the love of 

nature and being inspired by its endless possibilities. Orvis pioneered the mail order business in the United 

States, operates more than 80 retail stores in the U.S. and U.K., and maintains a network of more than 400 

dealers worldwide as a trusted source of discovery and adventure in the natural world. Orvis promises 

to open the door to extraordinary outdoor experiences and to protect nature by committing 5% of pre-tax 

profits each year to conservation projects worldwide. Learn more at orvis.com.

CONTACT:

Jessica Donahue, Marshall Communications on behalf of The Orvis Company, Inc.

207.620.9075 | jdonahue@marshallpr.com


